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Date 26-1-2012

Karm Al Zaitoun witnessed many ethnic cleansing massacres through executions and 
slaughtering of complete families including men women and children, and the last was the 
execution of the 14 members of Bahader family and now we record a n new incident in the 
same systematic ethnic crime of Mohammad family.
Government forces arrested the father ‘Mohammad Turkey Al Mohammad’ at the begin-
ning of the revolution and was released a month before the massacre where he was killed 
with all his family members.
The family house in near one of seventy-two military checkpoint spread around Homs 
and the stated reason is ‘to protect the citizens from terrorism’ but the military checkpoint 
didn’t protect Mohammad’s family but participated in the killing along with Shabiha who 
entered the house and slaughtered the family one by one and there was also marks of gun-
shots.
The bodies smell spread in the neighborhood leading to some of the residents asking the 
military checkpoint for permission to evacuate the bodies, and after they grant them per-
mission they arrested the residents along with the bodies.
SNHR team in Homs managed to document the names and photos of the victims and they 
are the father the mother and their 4 children
Mohammad Turkey Al Mohammad (the father)- killed on 26-January- 2012- and found on 
30-January- 2012- slaughtered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their house

 

Slaughtering and executions of families
 in Karm Al Zaitoun in ethnic cleansing massacres
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Ibtisam Al Khuder - killed on 26-January- 2012- and found on 30-January- 2012- slaugh-
tered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their house
 
Ahmad Mohammad Al Mohammad- son -age 7- disabled- killed on 26-January- 2012- and 
found on 30-January- 2012- slaughtered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their house
 
Amjad Mohammad Al Mohammad- son- age 4- disabled boy- killed on 26-January- 2012- 
and found on 30-January- 2012- slaughtered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their 
house
 
Tahiyat Mohammad Al Mohammad - daughter- age 6- killed on 26-January- 2012- and 
found on 30-January- 2012- slaughtered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their house
 
Asnat Mohammad Al Mohammad - daughter- age 2- killed on 26-January- 2012- and 
found on 30-January- 2012- slaughtered by the Shabiha and shot afterword in their house
 

The murders carried out by the Shabiha is an ethnic cleansing crime that the Syrian govern-
ment, Security forces, and its Shabiha have full legal and humanitarian responsibility for 
committing this massacre.
And it is considered systematic and wide-spread as it has occurred tens of times and it is a 
crime against humanity as it has all aspects and evidences of the crime.
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